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The nature of this Report is to outline the proposed business opportunity for
reQwip -- an online marketplace for buying, selling and renting sports equipment -- and
the go-to-market strategy for this young startup. reQwip is an Austin, Texas-based
technology company founded by students and alumni of The University of Texas at
Austin for the purpose of creating a mobile, peer-to-peer (P2P) marketplace for buying,
selling and renting new and used sports equipment.

reQwip is launching its minimum viable product (MVP) in Spring 2014. The
MVP is a liquid marketplace focused specifically on buying and selling new and used
cycling and triathlon gear in Austin, TX and greater Central Texas. This MVP is our
gateway into a sporting goods industry worth $150 billion in sales worldwide and $54
billion in the United States, of which $1-3 billion is used gear sales in the U.S.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
reQwip is an Austin, Texas-based technology company creating a mobile, peer-to-peer
(P2P) marketplace for buying, selling and renting new and used sports equipment.
reQwip is launching its minimum viable product (MVP) in Spring 2014. The MVP is a
liquid marketplace focused specifically on buying and selling new and used cycling and
triathlon gear in Austin, TX and greater Central Texas. This MVP is our gateway into a
sporting goods industry worth $150 billion in sales worldwide and $54 billion in the
United States, of which $1-3 billion is used gear sales in the U.S.

reQwip eliminates the inconveniences of reselling equipment while making it easier and
safer for individuals to find and purchase affordable sports gear available in their local
neighborhood. reQwip offers the most secure, most convenient and fastest way to buy,
sell and rent new and used sports gear. Unlike eBay and Craigslist, only reQwip
combines mobile payments, GPS location tools, mobile messaging, Facebook
authentication and escrow into a single application. reQwip is accessible on the web and
through the reQwip mobile app. Revenues are generated through a 10% transaction fee
on the price of each item sold using reQwip; future revenue sources could include
subscription classifieds, flash deals, affiliate marketing (referral commissions), lead
generation (selling access to our user lists) and advertising. reQwip won the $8,000 1stplace prize at the 2014 The Next Play Competition, the $5,000 Grand Prize at the 2012
Reaching Out MBA startup pitch competition, is participating in the Summer 2014 batch
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of the Seed Sumo accelerator and has raised an undisclosed amount of “pre-seed”
funding from private investors.
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PROBLEM & SOLUTION
If Craigslist and eBay are perfect, then why are closets, basements and garages
throughout America filled with idle sports equipment that just collects dust? Why do you
still own that bike you never ride when someone around the corner would love to buy it
for $200, if not $2,000?! Why can't you easily discover quality used gear for sale in your
neighborhood as easily as you can find a Starbucks store on Google Maps?

According to market-validation interviews with 400+ individuals, the current options for
buying and selling quality -used gear are confusing, frustrating and time--consuming. For
the average person, it isn’t worth the time to list an item because the existing
marketplaces are such a hassle. reQwip is changing the game. reQwip is creating the
premier mobile marketplace for buying, selling and renting sports gear. reQwip is simple,
safe and hyper--local. Think of reQwip as “collaborative consumption meets REI."

Based at The University of Texas at Austin and committed for the Seed Sumo
accelerator’s Summer 2014 batch in College Station, TX, reQwip was the winner of the
grand prize at the 2012 Reaching Out MBA (ROMBA) Startup Pitch Competition
sponsored by StartOut.org and the 2013 NEXT @ SXSW startup micro-accelerator.
reQwip is launching its minimum viable product (MVP) in Spring 2014 focused
specifically on buying and selling cycling and triathlon gear in Austin, TX. We will be
expanding reQwip into the rental market in Month 4, as well as additional cities and
sports every 6-12 months beginning in Month 13. reQwip offers new and used peer--to-
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-peer (P2P) and retail inventory. Our marketplace app eliminates the inconveniences of
reselling equipment while making it simpler and safer for individuals to discover
affordable sports gear in their neighborhoods. Accessible on web and mobile, reQwip
features mobile credit card payments, GPS inventory mapping, mobile messaging,
Facebook authentication and escrow.

We surveyed more than 400 individuals and the consensus is clear: current options for
selling gently--used items are confusing, frustrating and time--consuming. Most
individuals want to sell their idle belongings; there just isn’t a hassle--free way to do this.
Which is a shame, because as Forbes notes, there are 440 million homes in the western
world with more than $3,000 worth of idle gear each. At the same time, buying quality
sporting goods is expensive, especially for young professionals and parents. There is
currently no verticalized marketplace for new and used sports gear which enables buyers
to: (1) search online inventory; (2) find relevant, geo--tagged inventory nearby; and (3)
pay with a credit card. Moreover, there is no single, all--inclusive marketplace where
sellers can: (1) quickly and simply list items using a mobile phone for local pickup and
then (2) receive a credit card payment from the buyer. Most importantly, there is nothing
emphasizing the proximity of relevant items to a buyer, nor do any existing options
authenticate sellers and buyers via Facebook and maintain user histories to promote trust
between parties and discourage fraud and identity theft. Our competitors allow scam
artists and spammers to hide behind anonymous or fake identities.
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reQwip is changing the game by meeting the demand for a simpler, sports--focused
marketplace that eliminates intimidating friction -points in the buying and selling
processes. reQwip offers straightforward pricing, charging sellers 10% on each item’s
sale price. There are no upfront costs to list an item and no complicated and confusing
pricing schemes. To foster trust, reQwip requires all users to authenticate their login via
Facebook and an SMS short-code (first-time registrants). With Facebook authentication,
buyers and sellers can see their mutual friends and ask them to vouch for the other party,
a valuable and efficient system of social capital. By focusing on athletes and their
equipment needs, reQwip is efficiently matching budget-minded buyers with sellers who
have excess gear in their homes, as well as with independent shop owners looking to
move more inventory through online channels and compete more effectively with big
brand sport retailers. reQwip allows the seller to set a price and will even suggest fair-market value (akin to Kelly Blue Book pricing) – we will likely use an API such as
Priceonomics for this purpose. This is simpler and quicker than the auction format used
by eBay because the user does not have to wait several hours or even days to see if she
“won” the item. Once both parties agree on a price, they meet to complete the exchange
at a nearby public landmark, e.g., a bike shop or coffee house. For safety purposes,
reQwip suggests meeting places at nearby cycling and coffee shops rather than listing
personal addresses. Secure payment is made in--app through credit card processing.
reQwip charges the seller a transaction fee equal to 10% of the sale price. If a $2,000 bike
sells used for $1,000 on reQwip, the buyer saves a $1,000, seller pockets $900 and
reQwip receives $100 on the sale, of which roughly $30 (3% of total sale price) goes to
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our financial services partner, Braintree.

Unlike eBay, reQwip does not have any hidden fees
for photos, auction starting price or featured listing
status. Unlike Craigslist, there are no awkward cash
transactions with strangers. Using reQwip to sell an
item is as simple as pulling out your smartphone,
taking some photos using the reQwip app and
entering a few item details and a price. In testing,
reQwip users can post items for sale in less than 90
seconds. No need to “re--post” listings each day:
our “geo--tagged” inventory--mapping enables
search returns presented in order of proximity to buyers.

The demand for reQwip is real. Sixty-nine percent (69%) of Americans said they would
like to sell their idle belongings for money. In these tough and uncertain economic times,
consider the successes of "cash-for-gold" companies. reQwip turns idle sports gear into
gold ... for cash. Buying quality sporting goods is expensive, especially for parents with
growing children. Using pre-owned sporting goods helps reduce costs, but the existing
options for buying and selling used gear have limitations. eBay and Craigslist are too
cumbersome and too confusing, their numerous friction-points intimidating buyers and
sellers alike. On eBay, you may find a used bike that suits you, but you will have to pay
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an arm and a leg for shipping and pray that the item delivered is actually up to
specifications. And if you think eBay’s Buyer Protection program satisfies, ask anyone
who has actually tried to get a refund from eBay how well that worked. We did, and the
most common adjective used was “nightmare.”

On Craigslist, you may find a few decent
leads on bikes in your town, but these leads
are often in far worse condition than
described, in no small part because the seller
doesn’t expect to see you again. And who
wants to meet up with a complete stranger
while carrying a wad of hard cash? Both Craigslist and eBay allow buyers and sellers to
remain anonymous, hiding behind fly-by-night email addresses and bogus user names. As
a result of these friction points, a plethora of desirable sports equipment continues to
collect dust in garages, basements and closets. The word clouds included in the
Appendices provide insight into the phrases and frustrations commonly highlighted in
200+ interviews, including 70+ with “serious” cyclists.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Forbes magazine recently called the approximately $3.5 billion sharing economy
"unstoppable" and said that the most-promising opportunities to create new marketplaces
exist "in high-value niches." Thus reQwip is vertically-focused on sports gear and its
MVP focuses on cycling and triathlon in Austin.

The global sporting goods industry is
valued at $150 billion in annual sales,
with $54 billion in the United States.
Annual U.S. sales of used sports gear is
$1--3 billion. With 90 million American
team sport athletes and 138 million
outdoor recreation participants over the
age of 6, the demand for sports equipment is staggering. The National Sporting Goods
Association (NSGA) estimates 39 million Americans ages 7 and older rode a bike in
2011, 5.29 million rode a bike at least 110 days/year and another 17.63 million rode a
bike 25--109 days/year. USA Triathlon estimates more than 2.3 million unique triathletes
competed in one of its 4,334 sanctioned events in 2011,-- up from 1 million in 2010 (55%
annual growth).

The average commuter cyclist spends between $100--500 each year on equipment; the
average competitive amateur cyclist spends between $1,000--10,000 each year.
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Considering more than half of Americans own a smartphone and, in 2012, more
Americans accessed the internet on their mobile phones than on a desktop computer or
laptop, the future is mobile. Not surprisingly, U.S. mobile commerce (“m--commerce”)
sales reached $8 billion in 2012, with Forrester predicting 50% growth ($12 billion) for
2013 and $31 billion in 2017.

With 90 million Americans athletes participating in team sports and 138 million ages 6
and older engaged in outdoor recreation, the demand for sports equipment is staggering.
Consider cycling: there are approximately 100 million active cyclists in the United States.
Industry analyst Jay Townley notes that the 100 million American “Millennials” are
particularly fond of cycling for transportation, fueling a 57% increase in commuter
cycling between 2000- and 2009; commuter cycling is increasing as much as 25% year
over year in urban areas such as New York City. Roughly 16.5 million Americans ride a
bike to work or school; and in urban areas such as New York City, commuter cycling is
increasing as much as 25% year over year. USA Cycling counts more than 67,000
registered, competitive cyclists among its members and USA Triathlon counted 150,000
members in 2011, nearly all of whom competed in a triathlon that year.

To outfit a competitive cyclist costs $1,500-$5,500 minimum. Consider the rising costs of
higher-end cycling shoes in recent years: a pair topped out at $100-150 in 2003, that
number is now $350-450 in 2013 (300% increase). Clearly, the rising costs of highquality athletic gear are outpacing inflation several times over. Thus many athletes are
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seeking used or discounted gear in order to purchase high-quality items that fit their
budgets. To stretch those budgets and reduce clutter at home, athletes are looking for
simple opportunities to make money selling off gear they no longer fit or need.

As Americans and people throughout the
world embrace the virtues of collaborative
consumption -- a trend the February 2013
cover of Forbes describes as
“unstoppable” -- reQwip is meeting the
demand for a simple, attractive and
boutique shopping experience for new
and used sports equipment. The existing options -- such as eBay, Craigslist and brickand-mortar retailers (e.g., Play It Again Sports) -- are plagued by limiting and irritating
inconveniences, from cumbersome transaction procedures and fees to concerns about
payment security and personal safety.

Established marketplaces such as eBay and Craigslist are too broad, thereby alienating
many athletes who seek an experience that is customized to their city, sport, or
community. Poor search and filtering features only further athletes’ frustrations. Though
other startups attempting to disrupt eBay and Craigslist recognize some of these issues,
they fall into the trap of attempting to also be broad and sweeping, covering all verticals
in all cities. Users who come to these sites looking for ice hockey gear in their
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neighborhood find only skiing and camping equipment -- if not altogether unrelated items
such as kitchen and lawn care tools -- located in cities scattered throughout the country.
Even a search for “inner tube” with regard to a bike’s wheel will turn up mostly unrelated
“inner tubes” such as river floating devices.

reQwip's MVP is focused on cycling and triathlon gear due to the large margins and
"tinkerer" nature of participants. These athletes are often looking to upgrade or swap out
bikes, parts, apparel and accessories. Moreover, they are extremely social, well-organized
and likely to participate in other team sports. Hence, cyclists and triathletes make for an
excellent "gateway" market, and their sports are particularly popular in reQwip's
hometown of Austin, TX.

According to reQwip’s survey data, 9 out of 10 competitive cyclists resell and buy used
cycling gear and bikes on Craigslist or team/organization online bulletin boards. We
interviewed more than 70 dedicated and competitive cyclists and triathletes: 100% of
survey-respondents complained of the frustrations of dealing with “sketchy” strangers,
the lack of credit card transactions, or the difficulty of finding the right item. "White
paper tests" of the reQwip process -- in which we printed paper mockups of the reQwip
process and then walked test subjects through the workflow -- and Test Flight-enabled
localized mobile demos of our app resulted in 100% satisfaction among 25 random
subjects; all subjects confirmed, "Yes, this is how it should work."
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reQwip’s MVP is focused on the buying and selling of cycling and triathlon gear in
Central Texas, starting with reQwip’s homebase of Austin. These two sports comprise
distinct communities but are nevertheless similar and feature many “cross-over” athletes
and equipment items (especially cycling gear). Even more, these two sports are
characterized by: (1) extremely high financial barriers to entry with regard to equipment;
(2) tech-savvy early adopters; (3) “tinkerer” athlete-types who are constantly swapping
parts and apparel horizontally and vertically (horizontal swap = similar grade parts;
vertical swap = upgrade/downgrade); (4) loquacious “pack athletes” who train and
compete in groups and regularly discuss products and services over social media, online
discussion boards and in person and (5) large participant populations in reQwip’s
homebase of Austin, TX. reQwip will add a rental feature within four (4) months and
more sports and cities after 12 months and/or 10% market penetration.

reQwip has affiliate marketing partnerships with both large online retailers such as
Amazon as well small-and-medium-sized retailers (SMBs) in the Austin cycling and
triathlon markets. We also have struck partnerships with several large cycling and
triathlon organizations and teams, and this will continue to be our strategy going forward,
as well as sponsoring and conducting outreach at events such as triathlons and crit races.
One of our team members, Whitley, raced for The University of Texas at Austin Cycling
Team (“UT Cycling”). This team features 60+ “core” members and more than 200 “parttime” members who race and train year-round. UT Cycling has already committed to
getting its base onboard with reQwip in order that it can lower the cost barriers that
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prevent many students from joining the team. Even more, the team is eager to share
reQwip with cycling clubs at other universities. It is in their own interest that reQwip
succeeds because it grows these clubs’ memberships by lowering participation costs, a
critical barrier. Even more, we will soon offer a commission feature enabling clubs to
embed reQwip on their websites and, using cookies to track purchases, the clubs can
receive a commission on sales generated through these reQwip embeddings.
Sporting Goods
●

$150 billion total worldwide sales

●

$54 billion total sales in United States

●

$1--3 billion in U.S. used gear sales

●

~$250 million = Backcountry.com FY2011 sales

●

$~60 billion = eBay valuation in March 2013
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STRATEGY
reQwip is presently focused on scaling our peer--to--peer sports equipment exchange in
Austin, TX and greater Central Texas and then, in the months ahead, other tech--savvy
cities such as San Francisco, Seattle, New York City, Washington, DC and Boston. Our
minimum viable product (MVP) is focused on buying and selling cycling and triathlon
gear. We also intend to add a rental feature within four months --in addition to the current
buy--sell option, as well as more sports categories, such as outdoor recreation, golf, ice
hockey, baseball, skiing / snowboarding and more.

Our goal is to capture 10% of the online and used gear markets for cycling in triathlon
gear in a given city within 12-24 months of launching therein. In addition to transaction
fees, reQwip can target its well--curated community with daily deals ("50% off this highend messenger bag, 7 days only!"). A user who purchased an item used on reQwip is also
likely to upgrade to more sophisticated gear in the following 6--12 months, which means
reQwip customers are excellent leads for retailers. Because reQwip is a P2P platform, we
avoid the significant costs of warehousing, internally-absorbed shipping and personnel
experienced by retailers carrying inventory. Furthermore, reQwip’s technology, once
validated, can easily be white--labeled into other verticals, from kids toys and clothing to
fashion and even auto parts and furniture. The key is to perfect the technology and then
build domain--savvy marketing teams for each vertical.

With the launch of the reQwip MVP in Spring 2014, reQwip will aggressively target
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cyclist students at UT as well as the Austin, TX cycling and triathlon communities. By
building credible relationships with leaders and influencers of larger groups of athletes,
we can ensure that our marketing efforts -- and expenditures -- have the widest, deepest
and fastest impact. Moreover, by targeting dense groups and organizations, we are
fostering a viral word-of-mouth campaign that lowers advertising costs and customer
acquisition costs (CAC). We want Austinites to evangelize the reQwip brand and mission
in-person and over social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter. As we scale
into additional cities and sports, reQwip will hire outreach marketers who are wellconnected locals with expertise for the sport(s) in question. This will give us boots on the
ground to market our brand and connect with leaders. In order to ensure that our
marketplace is “liquid” -- i.e., it is a two-sided meeting place where demand is met with
sufficient supply -- reQwip is taking a two-pronged strategy. (1) reQwip is focused on a
tight niche from which it can expand into other niches and verticals. (2) reQwip is
targeting pre-release marketing to high-volume suppliers. When we say that reQwip is
focused, we are acknowledging that it would be a failure if someone in Chicago visits our
site looking for softball equipment and all she sees is cycling gear in Austin and soccer
gear in Boston. To resolve this, we are only accepting cycling and triathlon inventory that
can be provided to Austin, TX. We will add cities and sports as we grow our brand
awareness and achieve acceptable market penetration in Austin.

We have spoken with the founders of several leading “sharing economy” companies
including Airbnb (travel accommodations), Getaround (P2P car-sharing), TaskRabbit
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(personal assistants), Tamyca (P2P car-sharing in Germany) and ThredUp (kids clothing
consignment). Each founder said the same thing: focus on a hyper-specific segment of
market and be hyper-local in your marketing; grow city-by-city, sport-by-sport. They also
said that we should focus attention on the supply-side of the market “and the demand will
arrive organically” (which is why Airbnb lister referrals are worth $75 and purchaser
referrals just $25). We have developed affiliate marketing (commission-based referral)
partnerships with both large online retailers such as Amazon as well small-and-mediumsized retailers (SMBs) in the Austin cycling and triathlon markets. We also partnered
with several large cycling and triathlon organizations and teams with more than 2,000
members, and this will continue to be our strategy going forward, as well as sponsoring
and conducting outreach at events such as triathlons and crit races (cycling).

In order to maximize the effectiveness of early adoption, reQwip is not only targeting one
community (Austin, TX) and two related sports (cycling and triathlon), but also “microcommunities,” i.e., groups of 25-250 cyclists who ride together and/or communicate via
message boards. The goal for these micro-communities is to create reQwip “hot zones,”
wherein users trade amongst each other, promote the brand and then externally share
reQwip’s brand with other athletes. As these micro-communities begin to overlap, the
effect is deeper penetration and conversion of reQwip’s brand, fostering more signups
and trading activity, in large part owing to repeat brand impressions and the brand trust
inherent in referrals from multiple friends who an individual trusts.
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Given that Austin is home to the world-renowned South By Southwest (SXSW) festival,
reQwip has unique access to leaders in the startup, technology and investment sectors.
Our goal is to heavily promote reQwip during SXSW so that attendees from across the
United States will spread the gospel of reQwip to their peers when they return to their
hometowns. We will also seek the opportunity to join a top startup accelerator and
leverage its connections and resources to rapidly scale reQwip’s market footholds and
sports channels.

In order to ensure that our marketplace is “liquid” -- i.e., it is a two-sided meeting place
where demand is met with sufficient supply -- reQwip is taking a two-pronged strategy.
(1) reQwip is focused on a tight niche from which it can expand into other niches and
verticals. (2) reQwip is targeting pre-release marketing to high-volume suppliers. When
we say that reQwip is focused, we are acknowledging that it would be a failure if
someone in Chicago visits our site looking for softball equipment and all she sees is
cycling gear in Austin and soccer gear in Boston. To resolve this, we are only accepting
cycling and triathlon inventory that can be provided to Austin, TX. We will add cities and
sports as we grow our brand awareness and achieve acceptable market penetration in
Austin.

We have spoken with the founders of several leading “sharing economy” companies
including Airbnb (travel accommodations), Getaround (P2P car-sharing), TaskRabbit
(personal assistants), Tamyca (P2P car-sharing in Germany) and ThredUp (kids clothing
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consignment). Each founder said the same thing: focus on a hyper-specific segment of
market and be hyper-local in your marketing; grow city-by-city, sport-by-sport. They also
said that we should focus attention on the supply-side of the market “and the demand will
arrive organically” (which is why Airbnb lister referrals are worth $75 and purchaser
referrals just $25). We have developed affiliate marketing (commission-based referral)
partnerships with both large online retailers such as Amazon as well small-and-mediumsized retailers (SMBs) in the Austin cycling and triathlon markets. We also partnered
with several large cycling and triathlon organizations and teams with more than 2,000
members, and this will continue to be our strategy going forward, as well as sponsoring
and conducting outreach at events such as triathlons and crit races (cycling).

As active as the UT campus is, so to is the greater Austin community. Austin ranked No.
1 in NBC’s list of the country’s best cities for cycling. Shape magazine ranked Austin
one of America’s ten “fittest” cities in 2010, a finding that corresponded well with a 2009
ranking by the American College of Sports Medicine’s American Fitness Index: ninth
(9th) in the nation for the fitness habits of its residents. From youth athletics
organizations like Lonestar Soccer Club and iO Sports to adult recreation opportunities
like Austin Sports & Social Club and Austin Women’s Soccer League, competitive team
sports abound for all ages. Fitness and individual sports are equally popular, from the
Austin Marathon -- whose participation is buoyed by training groups like RunTex and
Rogue Running -- to the Austin Cycling Association and a plethora of yoga and pilates
studios like Black Swan and Yoga Yoga. Put simply, whether one’s preference is a
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softball diamond, the Town Lake Hike and Bike Trail or the many bicycle lanes
protecting commuter cyclists throughout the downtown area, Austinites are inherently
active. Given the emergence of sports like lacrosse and even ice hockey in Austin,
Austinites are eager to try new athletic endeavors, whether locally at the Chapparal Ice
Rink or thousands of miles away on the slopes of Vail. Like the UT campus community,
the technologically-forward nature of Austin -- home to companies such as Dell,
Samsung, HomeAway, Bazaarvoice, Facebook, Google and a plethora of smaller
startups, developer groups and freelance technology professionals -- is ideally-suited for
reQwip, a digital marketplace made possible by the reQwip mobile and web applications.

The active lifestyles of the UT campus community and greater Austin afford reQwip an
ideal market-entry locale. By capitalizing on well-developed and carefully-coordinated
networks within these communities and their more fragmented sub-groups, reQwip is
well-positioned to grow its inventory, its user base and its reputation as a go-to source for
buying, selling, renting and even donating sports gear between parties.
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MARKETING
Web marketing (via Google AdWords and Facebook Ads) and social media promotion
(via social media “mavens” in the athletic realm) are our primary sources of customer
acquisition costs (CAC). Based on estimates for AdWords clicks and maintenance, it will
cost about $15 to generate a new user that creates a listing on site. When considering
sales factors, it will cost about $18.75/transaction through the company. The costs of
paying individuals and organizations to promote reQwip are nearly identical, though in
some instances social media promotions will costs significantly less per customer
acquired (due to relevance and familiarity of the source). Considering that the average
revenue per transaction is $25.50, each customer is profitable after just one reQwip
transaction.

There are some externalities not considered in the analysis above. The company is
currently engaged in outreach with cycling clubs, which will generate new users without
expenditures (the clubs are supportive of reQwip’s early-stage growth because reQwip’s
existence enables the clubs to recruit more members to join). Additionally, new users will
encourage friends and fellow athletes to sign up. This will increase our user base through
non-paid means. Additionally, as the member and product base grows, the site will
become more appealing. This improves click-through conversion rates, lowering overall
CAC, and per-user profitability. A special relationship with Facebook will also afford
reQwip substantial free advertising placements on Facebook’s network.
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Further, reQwip will be actively seeking earned media placements, pushing storylines
emphasizing reQwip’s social good mission (to make sports more affordable and
accessible); its unique take on the collaborative consumption movement made popular by
brands such as Airbnb; and the unique angle of reQwip being created by students at The
University of Texas at Austin (UT-Austin), a school that boasts more than 500,000 living
alumni and an even wider community of supporters who “bleed Burnt Orange” (as
evidence, consider the 100,000+ fans who fill its football stadium on Saturdays in the fall
and the fact that UT-Austin has its own cable television network, managed by ESPN).
Critical earned media includes the following outlets:
● local and national television news programs
● online and print media catering to athletes, especially cyclists and triathletes
● cycling and triathlon bloggers
● social media mavens with strong followings among cyclists and triathletes
● tech and collaborative consumption industry press, ranging from local publishers
serving Austin, TX (e.g., SiliconHillsNews.com) to national media (e.g.,
TechCrunch)

In a nutshell, reQwip’s marketing strategy is largely a communications strategy. The
bootstrapped nature of the company necessitates early reliance on “free” marketing
initiatives, i.e., strategies whose execution requires only time, as opposed to additional
expenses that are incurred through options such as online advertising. To launch, in order
to maximize the effectiveness of early adoption, reQwip is not only targeting one
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community (Austin, TX) and two related sports (cycling and triathlon), but also “microcommunities,” i.e., groups of 25-250 cyclists who ride together and/or communicate via
message boards. The goal for these micro-communities is to create reQwip “hot zones,”
wherein users trade amongst each other, promote the brand and then externally share
reQwip’s brand with other athletes. As these micro-communities begin to overlap, the
effect is deeper penetration and conversion of reQwip’s brand, fostering more signups
and trading activity, in large part owing to repeat brand impressions and the brand trust
inherent in referrals from multiple friends who an individual trusts.

With the launch of the reQwip MVP in Spring 2014, reQwip will aggressively target
cyclist students at UT as well as the Austin, TX cycling and triathlon communities. By
building credible relationships with leaders and influencers of larger groups of athletes,
we can ensure that our marketing efforts -- and expenditures -- have the widest, deepest
and fastest impact. Moreover, by targeting dense groups and organizations, we are
fostering a viral word-of-mouth campaign that lowers advertising costs and customer
acquisition costs (CAC). We want Austinites to evangelize the reQwip brand and mission
in-person and over social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter. As we scale
into additional cities and sports, reQwip will hire outreach marketers who are wellconnected locals with expertise for the sport(s) in question. This will give us boots on the
ground to market our brand and connect with leaders.

Dr. Bob Metcalfe -- the inventor of ethernet, former CEO and founder of 3COM, blogger
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and owner of a Twitter handle with 15,000 followers -- has requested to be the first
person to purchase a bicycle on reQwip. This affords reQwip a well-known, respected
and social media-active endorser who is a leading venture capitalist, thought-leader and
triathlete. With minimal effort, reQwip has enrolled eight (8) Austin bicycle shops to list
inventory on the site, one (1) outdoor apparel wholesaler and several affiliate marketing
partners such as Amazon and Commission Junction. This means that reQwip will be able
to list significant inventory on the site immediately at launch. This offsets the risk of
being a “ghost town” marketplace. Further, these shops are incentivized to promote their
goods on reQwip, which affords reQwip free marketing through social media and offline
word-of-mouth.

Additionally, we have relationships with Austin cycling and triathlon organizations and
teams -- representing more than 2,000 members -- that will enable us to get additional
inventory on the site during the two-week pre-launch enrollment period and then
immediately get users signing up and making purchases at launch. This does not include
the 300+ individuals who have “liked” reQwip’s Facebook page, our 365+ Twitter
followers and more than 300 email signups requesting an invitation to our MVP beta
release.

As a marketplace catering to athletes, our team’s composition of former college athletes
and coaches -- as well as die-hard sports fans -- ensures that we truly know our consumers
and their needs and preferences. reQwip’s proximity to The University of Texas at Austin
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(“UT”) -- a campus of more than 50,000 students concentrated near “the Forty Acres” in
Austin -- affords our company an immediate target of tech-savvy users who are
extremely active and primed to quickly get on the site and give it an instant user base.
According to UT’s RecSports department, at least 90% of UT students “participate in
recreational sports or use recreational sports facilities on campus.” UT boasts 44 club
sports organizations, more than 2,000 intramural teams -- comprised of more than 23,000
registered students -- and 67 officially-recognized fraternities and sororities at UT and a
myriad of other student organizations and activity groups affiliated with the campus. By
recruiting team members and interns who are organizers and members of these groups,
reQwip is able to connect directly with key individuals at these organizations in order to
gain their trust and support so they will evangelize our brand and product.
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COMPETITION
As reQwip scales into new markets, it is inevitable that we will face increased
competition. This will come from three sources: existing Goliaths in the market such as
eBay; existing startups in the market focused on different regions than reQwip (at
present) and yet-to-be-founded startups
which, recognizing reQwip’s success
and the market’s value, will enter in an
effort to get a piece of the pie. At the
moment (and it appears for the
foreseeable future), eBay is focused on
power sellers and national chain
retailers, not on hyperlocal collaborative consumption or individual sellers. Craigslist
only generates revenues through job and real estate listings; Craigslist has shown no
interest in changing this model and therefore is not an immediate threat when it comes to
reQwip’s focus on sports gear; we even plan to cross-list items on Craigslist with linkbacks to the original reQwip listing. reQwip’s most serious startup competitors are both
focused on the rental space: San Francisco’s Getable.com (formerly Rentcycle.com) is
not verticalized and focuses on rentals by retailers of any kind; Spinlister.com (formerly
doLiquid.com) is focused on peer-to-peer rentals of bicycles and is limited to the
“hipster” scene associated with New York City’s Williamsburg neighborhood; this leaves
the door wide-open for reQwip to market to individuals who identify as athletes.
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Getable.com’s success lining up retailer partnerships further validates reQwip’s vision to
combine peer-to-peer options with retail.

Consider the example of Backcountry.com; in the words of the Sporting Goods Business
Report, “Backcountry has excelled at blending cutting edge e-commerce tactics with a
traditional specialty strategy to offer an authentic online experience.” reQwip will fend
off the larger competitors by focusing on its niche sophistication, a path that has made
Backcountry.com a company with $250+ million in annual sales while competing against
the likes of Amazon, REI and Dick’s Sports. reQwip will fend off other rising startups by
emphasizing the quality of our product, the quality of our market and the niche
sophistication. Partnerships with large organizations will also serve as critical bulwarks
against these threats. Acquisition will also be an important tool for fending off
competitors, and this will also be useful when dealing with upstarts. That said, acquisition
by a major brand such as those previously listed is on the radar as an intelligent and
lucrative exit strategy.

No matter how sophisticated reQwip’s or any other company’s product is, at the end of
the day this technology can always be replicated (albeit at a considerable development
cost to the replicant). So while great technology is a critical factor in remaining relevant,
what truly counts is great marketing and hustle. reQwip’s founder, Dan Driscoll, is an
experienced social media marketer with several years under his belt managing digital
marketing campaigns and media channels for businesses and nonprofit. Dan also coaches
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college soccer and spent three (3) years as the executive director of a nonprofit sports
organization and summer camps he founded in 2007. A passion for athletics and the
sports industry runs characterizes every member of Team reQwip, and this affords the
team unique understanding for the best means of connecting with customers. The team is
hungry and relentless; we know that no matter what credentials show up on our resumes,
what matters most in the peer-to-peer space is tenacity and vision. Team reQwip is
comprised of determined winners, and we are determined to change the game by
“m.powering athletes” to buy, sell and rent sports gear simply and safely.
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FINANCIALS
The company will begin earning revenues immediately after product launch, due to preexisting partnerships with local cycling teams. Most initial revenue will come from
cycling and triathlon equipment sales in Austin, TX and the great Central Texas region.

There are three directions reQwip will grow, each of which are independent of the other
and build on the same initial product. These directions are sport-by-sport, city-by-city and
rental. Our model accounts for an average customer acquisition cost (CAC) of
$16.50/customer but does not include an expected word-of-mouth (WOM) coefficient of
three-to-seven (3-7) users acquired through WOM for every one user acquired through
advertising; therefore, our CAC could be much lower and our revenues great. We have an
overhead exposure of 6% of revenue and anticipate additional expenses of roughly 20%.
Once the reQwip model is proven effective, we also see several opportunities to whitelabel our technology and put it toward other verticals under a different brand. We own
several domain names for this purpose and will keep an eye on expansion opportunities in
industries such as music, children’s toys and clothing, men’s and women’s fashion,
furniture and electronics. Additional financial models are provided in the Appendices.
Investor exit considerations are initial public offering (IPO), as well as sale to leading
online retailers such as eBay, Amazon or Backcountry.com.

While we will initially launch in Austin, TX, we plan on quickly opening markets in
other cities with large and dedicated recreational cycling populations, as well as
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potentially focusing on cities with strong devotions to particular sports, such as the winter
sports (skiing, snowboarding, etc.) passions of Park City, UT. This expansion will start
three (3) months after launch.

Within six (6) months of launch, reQwip intends to enter the retail and peer-to-peer rental
market for cycling and triathlon gear. This is particularly valuable to capture lucrative
traveler/vacation markets, as well as to increase the frequency of transactions of a single
reQwip user.

Additionally, reQwip will expand into additional markets for other sporting activities.
With the same P2P marketplace infrastructure, the company will sell used sporting gear
in multiple verticals including water sports, winter sports, and team sports. While
additional sports markets are currently being validated, we plan to expand into at least
one additional sport by Month 7, likely into outdoor recreation / camping as well as ice
hockey and/or baseball. These two growth areas -- new sports and new cities -- allow for
rapid, exponential growth for reQwip’s revenues and users.
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
The initial focus of reQwip is to launch and scale our peer-to-peer sports equipment
exchange in Austin, TX and greater Central Texas and then, in the months ahead, Park
City, UT and other tech-savvy cities such as San Francisco, New York City, Washington,
DC and Boston. We also intend to add a rental feature within six months -- in addition to
the current buy-sell option -- and more sports categories, including outdoor recreation,
golf, ice hockey, baseball, skiing / snowboarding and more. Our goal is to be present in
the 20 largest U.S. cities and to feature all major sports categories within 24 months of
launch. In addition to transaction fees, reQwip has a special opportunity to target daily
deals to users. A user who purchased an item used on reQwip is a strong candidate for
someone who wants to upgrade to newer, more sophisticated gear in the following 6-12
months. Furthermore, reQwip’s technology can easily be white labeled into other
verticals, such as kids toys and clothing, fashion and even auto parts and furniture.
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TEAM
reQwip is comprised of founder Dan Driscoll (founder and ceo), as well as Albert
Swanter (cto), Kate Dailey (coo), Garrett Vance (developer), Shahriar Skider (developer),
Matt Cotter (developer), Rene Cardona (designer), Joe Newcomb (business
development), Whitley Atkins (business development) and Jack Murray (advisor and
retail partner).

All of reQwip’s team members combine technological expertise with business acumen
and a passion for athletics. Dan is an experienced online marketer and media manager, as
well as a committed commuter cyclist and former youth, high school and NCAA college
soccer coach who founded and directed City FC, a youth sports nonprofit in Washington,
DC (www.CityFC.org); he was part of NBCOlympics.com’s Emmy Award- winning
team covering the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

Albert is a UT-Austin grad from 2007 and 2009 and has his Master's in Mechanical
Engineering. At his consulting company, Bohemian Innovation, he won a Webby
Award, was featured in Wired Magazine UK, gave the Keynote at the Planet of the Apps
in Dubai, and has worked on over 30 mobile applications and 25 products with
companies including Adidas, FOX, COX, Cricket Wireless, and DoSomething.org. He
was CTO of Charity Miles which allows people to walk, run, and bike to raise money for
charities and helped grow the company from an idea to over a quarter million active
users.
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Kate graduated from Bucknell University in 2009. Before joining reQwip, Kate worked
in the financial services industry in New York City as an Account Manager and Project
Coordinator. She spent six months in London as CodeStreet's Account Manager for
Barclays Bank and also helped open CodeStreet's European office. Kate then transitioned
to a more technical role as Project Coordinator at Traiana, another financial technology
firm focused on back end trading technologies. Kate relocated to Austin, Texas in the fall
of 2013 and joined reQwip this past February where she is responsible for Marketing,
Operations and Client Services. Kate is an active participant at Austin Pets Alive!, a
volunteer organization aimed at rescuing pets that have been abandoned or placed on the
euthanasia list.

Advisors Rick Orr and Jack Murray bring valuable expertise and insight to the reQwip
team. Rick is the founder of TabbedOut, a mobile payments company for the service
industry, and Jack is the founder and owner of Jack and Adam’s Bicycle Shop -- one of
Austin’s leading cycling and triathlon retailers -- as well as the owner of High Five
Events, a leading organizer of cycling and triathlon events.
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APPENDICES
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CREDENTIALS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Accelerator Participant and Investee, Seed Sumo summer 2014 batch
Grand Prize Winner, StartOut 2012 Reaching Out MBA (ROMBA) Startup Competition
Top-10 Finalist & "Best Business Plan," 2013 LAUNCH Hackathon
Winner, 2013 NEXT @ SXSW Micro-Accelerator by Startup America, Startup Weekend
Finalist, McCombs Entrepreneurship Society Pitch Competition (fall 2012)
Semi-Finalist, 2013 Tulane University Entrepreneurial Business Plan Competition
Alumni, 3 Day Startup Weekend (fall 2011, spring 2012 and spring 2013)
Alumni, 2012 Austin Technology Incubator "SEAL" program
Alumni, Spring 2012 Longhorn Startup Lab (w/ Dr. Bob Metcalfe and Josh Baer)
Residents, Longhorn Startup Camp at The University of Texas at Austin
Alumni, Lean Startup Machine weekend (spring 2012)
ADVISORS / MENTORS

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dr. Bob Metcalfe, Founder & CEO, 3COM; Inventor, Ethernet Cable; Partner, Polaris
Brett Hurt, Founder, Bazaarvoice
Rick Orr, Founder, TabbedOut
Jack Murray, Jack and Adam’s Bicycle Shop and High Five Events
Vijay Thakkar, Founder and Former CTO, Words With Friends
Ben Dyer, Founder & Former President, Peachtree Software; Founder, MeetMeTix
Kyle Cox, Associate Director, Austin Technology Incubator (ATI)
Robert Warren, formerly of Texas Venture Labs
Ryan Cush, VP of Business Dev., Food on the Table; Former VP, Bazaarvoice
Eric Koester, Co--Founder, Zaarly; Board Member, Startup Weekend
Michael Griffin, Founder & CEO, Adlucent
Jon Loyens, VP of Engineering, Bazaarvoice
Jay Manickam, Founder & COO, uShip
Joe McCann, Chief Creative Officer, Mother
Chris Treadaway, Founder, Polygraph Media
Isaac Barchas, Director, Austin Technology Incubator (ATI) & Associate Director, IC2
Carol Thompson, President, The Thompson Group
Mark Phillip, Founder, Are You Watching This?!
Andrew Donoho, Founder, Donoho Design Group
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